The aim of this paper is to present a high-cycle fatigue theory of metals. In particular, this work is confined to the study of the problem of the fatigue limit under multiaxial stress conditions. Knowledge of the fatigue limit of a metal component allows the distinction of a damaging cyclic loading from a non damaging one. The latter can be sustained by the component for a very high number of load cycles (theoretically infinite) without the development of a macroscopic fatigue crack. The fatigue behaviour is explored from the mesoscopic scale. Within the framework of the mesoscopic approach, the local stresses and strains acting at the scale of the metal grain are evaluated with the help of the Lin-Taylor assumption. The fatigue limit is interpreted as a restraint applied on the plastic strain accumulated by a cyclic loading in some plastically deforming crystals of the metallic aggregate. Comparison of the predictions of this theory against experimental results obtained under non-proportional multiaxial loading, shows very good agreement.
Introduction
The general subject of fatigue of metals can be subdivided into two fields, highcycle fatigue and low-cycle fatigue. Macroscopic plastic strains are predominant in low-cycle fatigue while negligible in high-cycle fatigue. Uniaxial high-cycle fatigue experiments have shown that many metals possess a fatigue limit or endurance limit. A uniaxial loading that fluctuates within the stress bounds defined by this limit, will be carried by the testing specimen for a very high (theoretically infinite) number of cycles. The case of uniaxial loading of a component of a structure is rather uncommon. Usually parts in a machine undergo multiaxial states of cyclic stress. The problem of how to extend the uniaxial safe stress range (i.e. the endurance limit) in the case of multiaxial loading, is then a research area of high industrial interest. This extension can be achieved by the introduction of a fatigue criterion, which is an inequality that delimits in the stress space the domain of safe operation against fatigue.
However, as shown in [1] , none of these criteria provide satisfactory results under multiaxial non-proportional (e.g. out-of-phase) cyclic loading. Fatigue of metals can also be explored from the microscopic scale, which is usually the scale of the physicist. Studies of the fatigue phenomenon at this scale are mostly related to the study of the motion of dislocations and the formation of persistent slip bands. A unidimensional analytical model of the dislocations motion under cyclic stress has been provided by Walgraef and Aifantis [2] and Aifantis [3] . Fatigue studies at this level are necessary for the fundamental understanding of the phenomenon. However, microscopic approaches at their present level of development are still of little help to the engineer. Finally, fatigue of metals can be explored from an intermediate scale between the macro-and micro-levels. This scale will be called the mesoscopic scale. Within this framework stresses and strains acting at the level of the grains of a metallic aggregate (i.e. mesostresses and mesostrains) have to be evaluated. Α multiaxial fatigue criterion based on such a mesoscopic approach (under different terminology) has been proposed by Dang Van in the early seventies [4] , Later on, Papadopoulos [5] and Papadopoulos and Dang Van [6] , proposed a multiaxial fatigue damage accumulation theory covering both the unlimited (fatigue criterion), as well as the limited (Wohler curve-multilevel cyclic loading) fatigue life regimes. In this theory the modelling of the plastic behaviour of the crystal relied on von Mises criterion. This theory yielded good results for proportional multiaxial loading conditions. However, results for non-proportional loading were not satisfactory enough, mainly because of the use of von Mises criterion to model the plastic behaviour of crystals. Therefore, the purpose of the present work is to study the problem of the fatigue limit of metals with special emphasis to non-proportional multiaxial loading. Plastic flow of metal crystals is assumed to follow the more natural Schmid's law. Strain hardening of the metal grains is modelled through a pragmatic rule of combined kinematical and isotropic hardening. Finally a measure (average) of the accumulated plastic mesostrain within an elementary material volume is introduced. The fatigue criterion is interpreted mainly as a restraint applied on this measure of the accumulated plastic mesostrain. The predictive capabilities of the proposed fatigue criterion is tested against out-of-phase bending and torsion data. It is found that the new formula provide very satisfactory results.
Macroscopic and mesoscopic scales of material description

Relations between mesoscopic and macroscopic stress and strain fields
The mechanical state of a body considered as a continuous medium, is usually described with the help of macroscopic quantities (stresses and strains), defined at every point of the body. For real materials this means that at the vicinity of any point an elementary volume V is defined, fig.(l) . The size of the elementary volume is chosen in such a way, that in a statistical sense, all the different constituent microelements (grains) of the material and hence their properties, are equally represented in V. Therefore the volume V is the smallest sample of the material that can be considered as homogeneous. The elementary volume V defines thus the macroscopic scale of the material. Let us denote as Δ the intersection of the volume V with a plane, that passes from the point under consideration. This intersection Δ defines an elementary material plane. Within the volume V the usual macroscopic stress Σ and strain Ε are by definition constant (homogeneous), fig.(l) . For metals, the elementary volume contains a high number of crystals of different orientations, sizes and forms. To fix ideas, a representative material volume may be identified as an "elementary cube" of typical linear dimension 1mm, fig.(l) , which for moderately finegrained metals contains a minimum of 1000 crystal grains. Accordingly a mesoscopic scale can be defined as a partition of V. The mechanical state of a crystal (grain) of the metallic aggregate is described by the mesoscopic stress σ and strain ε, fig.(l) . These quantities are not homogeneous in V because the crystal properties varies from one grain to the other. Consequently σ and ε clearly differ from Σ and Ε. The engineer has access only to macroscopic quantities Σ and E, that can be measured (with the use of strain gauges, for instance) or calculated (by finite elements or other numerical or analytical methods). It is then necessary to establish some theoretical relationships between macroscopic and mesoscopic quantities. Let us remind first, that a component cyclically loaded in the high-cycle fatigue regime, behaves macroscopically in a purely elastic manner. The macroscopic stress Σ and strain Ε fields are thus related by Hooke's law:
where C and L are respectively, the (isotropic) macroscopic stiffness and compliance fourth-rank tensors of the material. Even if at the macroscopic scale the component behaves in a purely elastic manner, at the mesoscale there are always some plastically less resistant grains that undergo plastic glide. The mesoscopic strain of such a grain is 
The stress σ is related to the elastic part ε β of the mesoscopic strain by Hooke's law: σ = c : § e <=> § e = I: σ
The mesoscopic stiffness c and compliance £ tensors are not isotropic. For cubic crystals, for instance, they depend on three elastic moduli. For the quite low loading corresponding to the fatigue limit level, the number of the grains of the material that undergo plastic glide, is rather low. It seems then natural to assume that any plastically deforming crystal is surrounded by grains that are still elastic. The surrounding crystals impose their strain on the gliding crystal. The average strain of these surrounding elastic crystals is equal to the macroscopic strain E. This reasoning leads to the LinTaylor assumption:
Let us take the second order inner product of both sides of Eq.(4) by the macroscopic stiffness tensor:
The left hand side of the above relationship is the macroscopic stress Σ, Eq.(l). The mesoscopic plastic strain is a deviatoric tensor. Then one can easily show that, [7] :
Furthermore the mesoscopic elastic strain e e is related to the mesoscopic stress σ by Hooke's law, Eq.(3). After these manipulations, Eq.(5) becomes:
The double inner product of the macro-stiffness C and the meso-compliance £, is the fourth-rank localisation tensor. Here, it will be assumed that this tensor is the fourthrank unit symmetric tensor. This is only a first order approximation to the localisation problem, but it is found to provide satisfactory results within the engineering framework of the fatigue limit question, as addressed in this work. With this last hypothesis the macroscopic and mesoscopic fields are simply related by the equation:
Slip systems of a crystal and related macroscopic and mesoscopic quantities
The mesoscopic plastic strain of a plastically deforming crystal, is the result of some plastic glide γ ρ that takes place along some easy glide systems. An easy glide system is composed by a plane and a direction on this plane. The easy glide plane of a plastically deforming crystal is defined by its unit normal vector n. The easy glide direction is defined by a unit vector m lying on the gliding plane fig.(2) . Then the active system of the crystal is completely determined by the orientation tensor a, which is the symmetric part of the (tensorial) product of η by m. That is:
It is easy to show that the orientation tensor has the property:
On the glide plane defined by its unit normal vector η is acting the stress vector S n :
The projection of S n on η is the macroscopic normal stress fig.( 2):
The orthogonal projection of S n on the glide plane is the macroscopic shear stress C, fig (2) . Therefore C is given by:
The macroscopic shear stress acting along the glide direction defined by the unit vector m will be called resolved shear stress and will be denoted as T. It is the projection of C on m, fig.( 2), and is given by:
Due to the symmetry of the stress tensor one has m.^.n=Z:a. Also n.m=0 because these vectors are orthogonal. Then the macroscopic resolved shear stress becomes: Assuming that only one glide system is active per every plastically deforming crystal, the plastic strain tensor is given by:
where γ ρ is the magnitude of the plastic shear strain. Then Eq.(8) can be written as:
Let us examine the mesoscopic stresses acting on the gliding plane. The mesoscopic stress vector acting on the slip plane, is the vector σ η given by:
The projection of the stress vector σ η on the normal η is the mesoscopic normal stress ν acting on the slip plane, that is:
Substituting σ from Eq.(17) in the above equation yields,
because the product (n a n) is equal to zero. The right hand side of Eq. (20) 
where the notation γ ρ =y p m has also been introduced.
Qualitative description of the cyclic elastoplastic behaviour of metal crystals
In fig.( 3) typical fatigue loops with the corresponding number of cycles are represented, showing resolved shear stress as a function of shear strain within individual cycles. This figure could correspond to a test of a metal crystal oriented for single slip and cyclically loaded between constant total strain amplitude limits. Examination of an individual loop (for example the loop corresponding to 250 cycles) shows the existence of a Baushinger effect as the crystal after reversal of the direction of loading at point A, starts to yield again at point C, at a stress lower in absolute value than the peak stress τ Α reached before. The Baushinger effect reveals the operation of a kinematical hardening mechanism within the crystal. But the kinematical hardening is not the only hardening mechanism in action. Inspection of the fatigue loops represented in fig.( 3) clearly shows a sustained increase of the peak stress at any half strain controlled cycles cycle (e.g. Ιτ Β Ι > Ιτ Α Ι). This behaviour corresponds to what is known as isotropic hardening. Therefore the plastic behaviour of a metal crystal can be adequately modelled according to a combined, kinematical and isotropic, hardening rule.
Two different cyclic behaviours of such a crystal exist depending on the level of the applied total strain amplitude. The first case is the one where the applied strain amplitude is relatively high. Then the isotropic hardening mechanism ceases to operate after a finite number of cycles and only the kinematical hardening mechanism remains in operation, see fig. (4)-curve A. In terms of the stress-strain loops this is demonstrated by an initial stage I where the width of the loops decreases (stage of operation of combined isotropic and kinematical hardening), followed by a stage II where the width of the loops remain constant (phase of operation of the kinematical hardening alone), fig.(4) . This second stage is a plastic shakedown stage. The shift from the combined hardening stage to the kinematical hardening stage takes place at a certain value of the accumulated plastic mesostrain denoted as r sh . In the plastic shakedown stage the accumulated plastic mesostrain (equal to twice the sum of the width of the stress-strain loops) becomes an unbounded function of the number of load cycles (i.e. the limit of the accumulated plastic mesostrain for an infinite number of cycles is infinite). Under these circumstances the crystal will break by alternating plasticity because the accumulated plastic mesostrain will exhaust its ductility, see fig. (4)-curve A. In the second case the applied strain amplitude is sufficiently low. Then the isotropic hardening mechanism remains fully in operation during the whole loading history, see fig. (4)-curve B. In terms of the stress-strain loops this is shown by a continuous decrease of the width of the loops. The accumulated plastic mesostrain is a bounded function of the number of cycles and its limit for an infinite number of cycles is finite. The width of the loops tends to zero indeed, which means that the crystal tends to recover a purely elastic response. In other words the crystal tends to an elastic shakedown state. Clearly in that case the crystal will never break. This behaviour is dictated by the fact that the accumulated plastic mesostrain never exceeds the critical value r sh , that marks the shift of the crystal behaviour from combined isotropic and kinematical hardening to kinematical hardening alone, fig Accordingly the methodology of the mesoscopic approach to the problem of the fatigue limit can be stated as follows. Let us accept that the crystal has an elastoplastic behaviour with a combined isotropic and kinematical hardening. Let us assume furthermore that the capabilities of the crystal to harden in an isotropic manner are unlimited; even after an infinite number of load cycles the crystal keeps an isotropic hardening component. Therefore, under a cyclic load it will tend to an elastic shakedown state. As will be shown later, it is possible to calculate the asymptotic value of the accumulated plastic mesostrain, denoted as Γ^, which corresponds to the elastic shake-down state. If Γ«, is higher than the critical amount r sh that marks the shift from combined isotropic and kinematical hardening to kinematical hardening alone, then the Γ shift crystal cannot reach the elastic shake-down state. On the contrary, if Γ^ is lower than r sh then the crystal will really tend to an elastic shake-down state precluding fracture. Hence, seen from the mesoscopic approach point of view, the fatigue criterion mainly implies the application of a bound on the plastic strain that has been accumulated in a gliding crystal after an infinite number of load cycles. Clearly this condition precludes the fracture of a crystal. Nevertheless, from an engineering point of view, the breaking of the first plastically deforming crystal is not the most critical event, since crack initiation in engineering terms, means the development of a small crack of the same order of size as the elementary volume V of the material. It seems then preferable, instead of placing a bound on the accumulated plastic strain of the most strained grain, to evaluate an average value of the plastic mesostrain accumulated by all the gliding crystals within V and place a bound on this average. However, following this approach the fracture of some grains and the creation of some embryo-cracks in V cannot be excluded. Then the mesoscopic stresses ν acting normal to these embryo-cracks will affect the fatigue strength of the metal. This influence can be taken into account by making the bound applied on the (average) accumulated plastic strain to depend on an appropriate average value of stresses ν within V.
Mathematical modelling of the plastic behaviour of metal crystals
The initiation of slip in the crystal is determined by Schmid's law. According to it a crystal commences to deform plastically when the shear stress, acting on the slip plane in the slip direction, reaches a critical value denoted as x y . To make clear the calculations that follow, it is judicious to adopt a mathematical formalism similar to the one of standard plasticity theory. Within such a framework, the plasticity criterion of the crystal corresponding to Schmid's law, can be written in the form:
Clearly, τ is the mesoscopic shear stress acting on the glide system under consideration, x y is the aforementioned critical value (yield limit) of the crystal and b is the kinematical hardening parameter. The function f(x, b,x y ) is the plastic potential.
The crystal is in plastic loading if,
and (28) When the crystal is in plastic loading, the plastic shear strain rate γ ρ is given by:
Exploring the High-Cycle Fatigue Behaviour of Metals from the Mesoscopic Scale λ being the plastic multiplier. The isotropic hardening rule adopted in this work is:
where g is a constant with positive value. The kinematical hardening rule used is:
where c is another positive material constant. To calculate the plastic shear strain rate γ ρ , one has to evaluate the multiplier λ. This can be done with the help of the consistency condition: 
The equality, Eq.(27), applying when the crystal is in plastic loading, has been taken into account in the last step of the above transformation. From Eqs (34) and (35) the plastic shear strain rate is given by:
The relationship of Eq.(25), established in a previous section, holds also in a rate form:
Introducing the above equation in Eq.(36) and rearranging terms, leads to the following fundamental relationship:
Hence, it has been demonstrated that the mesoscopic plastic shear strain rate is proportional to the rate of the macroscopic shear stress applied on the gliding system of the crystal.
Plastic strain accumulated in a flowing crystal under cyclic loading
In what follows our attention will be focused on the quantitative evaluation of the accumulated plastic strain in a gliding crystal of a metal component subjected to a cyclic loading. Before that, it would be useful to make clear how the macroscopic resolved shear stress, applied on an active slip system, changes during the cyclic loading. Let us consider an elementary material plane Δ, that passes through a point Ο of the body. The plane Δ is defined by its unit normal η. On this plane the macroscopic stress vector S n is acting, with components the normal stress Eq.(12), and the shear stress C, Eq. Consequently the plastic mesostrain accumulated over the path Ο -»A is given by: Let us consider now the path from A to B. After the reversal of the loading at A the crystal will be first elastic; it will be in plastic loading again from the moment at which the macroscopic shear stress T, moving from A towards B, will reach the frontier of the plasticity criterion. As the segment representing the plasticity criterion is centred at a distance x y ( A ) from A, this will happen when % reaches the point C in fig.(5) , and the corresponding value of Τ will be:
The crystal will remain next in plastic loading until % reaches the value T B , i.e. point Β in fig.(5) . The accumulated shear plastic mesostrain during this first half-cycle is: 
The notation xy( A )=xy0), has also been introduced in the above equation, where has to be read as, yield limit of the crystal at the beginning of the first cycle. In a merely similar way one can establish that the accumulated plastic mesostrain over the second cycle A->B-> A is given as:
τ (2) is the yield limit at the beginning of the second cycle. From Eq.(30), xy( 2 ) is equal to:
x ( y 2) = x (^ + g6r (1) 
Introducing xy( 2 ) above into Eq.(52) the accumulated plastic shear strain δΓ (2) becomes:
=> δπ 2 >= (c+g+μ) 2 
2(ο+μ)
IIAril-2(x ( y 1) +gÖr ( 1 ) (2) =η δΓ (1) (55)
The constants, μ (Lame coefficient), c and g, are positive material constants. Therefore the ratio η introduced above is positive and less than one, i.e. 0<η<1. Eq.(55) can be established in exactly the same way as before for any two consecutive terms δΓ (l) and δΠ>+» (i.e. δΓ(·+ΐ) =ηδΠ>)). Consequently one has:
δΓ<'>=δΓ (1) δΓ (2) =ηδΓ (1) δΓ (3) =ηδΓ (2) =η 2 δΓ (1) (56) δΓ (Ν) =ηδΓ (Ν_1) =η Ν_1 δΓ (1) It is clear that the terms δΓ (ι) form a geometrical progression with ratio η. Moreover as 0<η<1, the above progression is convergent. The sum of the first Ν terms of this progression is given as:
The plastic shear strain, that has been accumulated in the gliding crystal after Ν loading cycles, denoted as Γ Ν , is obviously equal to the above quantity, plus the plastic strain Γ 0η>α that has been produced during the initial part of the loading path from Ο to A.
Γ =Γ + δΓ The notation T a ΜΙΔΤΙΙ/2 has been adopted above to make equations in the succeeding sections less cumbersome. Clearly T a is the amplitude of the macroscopic resolved shear stress. The above result is very important. It proves that the plastic mesostrain, accumulated over a very large number of cycles (i.e. infinite) on one gliding system of a plastically deforming crystal, is proportional to the difference between, the amplitude of the macroscopic resolved shear stress and the initial yield limit of the crystal. Of course this is true under the hypothesis that the plastically deforming crystal tends to an elastic shake-down state. Finally, it is interesting to notice that Γ^ does not depend on the kinematical hardening properties of the crystal, as the constant c does not appear in the above formula. However, as explained previously, what is of interest in engineering is to prevent the creation of a fatigue crack of the same order of size as the elementary volume V. Accordingly, the fatigue criterion must be based on an average measure of the accumulated plastic strain within V. The average measure chosen to this end is the root mean square of Γ Μ over φ, θ and χ, defined as:
The fatigue criterion
The angles φ, θ vary respectively from 0 to 2π and 0 to π to cover all the possible orientations η of plane Δ, whereas the angle χ varies from 0 to 2π to cover all the gliding directions m on Δ, fig.(6) . An engineering fatigue criterion could then be:
where the notation r cr ^r s 2 h ^ has been introduced. Fulfilment of the above criterion does not exclude the fracture of some crystals and the appearance of some embryocracks in V. The influence on the fatigue strength of the mesostresses ν acting normal to these embryo-cracks, will be taken into account by making r cr to linearly depend on an average value of ν in V. It is reminded that the macroscopic normal stresses iA^are transmitted unaltered at the grains, see Eq.(21). The normal stress ^acting on a plane Δ depends on the orientation of this plane, i.e. it is a function of φ, and Θ. The average value of !A£(i.e. of v) that will be used is: It can be shown [7] , that the average (iA[) defined above is nothing else but the hydrostatic stress Σ^ = tr(Z)/ 3. Therefore, r cr is a linear function of Σ Η :
where α' and β' are positive material parameters. Σ Η varies during a loading cycle and so does Γ 0Γ . The value of T cr to be taken into consideration is the lowest appearing in a loading cycle. From Eq.(67) it can be understood that the lowest value of r cr is obtained at the moment at which Σ Η reaches its maximum value inside the cycle, ΣΗ max . Therefore, the fatigue criterion, Eq.(65) becomes:
where Eq.(61) has been taken into account. It is noteworthy that two mesostructural parameters, the crystal initial yield limit x y (°) and the isotropic hardening modulus g appear in the above formula. Appearance of g does not constitute an important drawback. Upon multiplying both members of Eq.(68) by g, and introducing the new parameters α = ga'and β = gß' the criterion becomes:
A further simplification of the above formula will be obtained by neglecting T y (°\ This simplification introduces little error because the initial yield limit of a crystal is usually very small. Furthermore, this is a conservative assumption, as the left hand side of Eq.(69), which is the quantity to be bounded, is strengthened by neglecting x y (°X Finally, the fatigue criterion takes the form:
where clearly:
(<r a (<p,e, % )) 2 dxsined0dcp (71) ν °π J(p=oJe=(Vx=o 
Thus, starting from a study at the scale of the grains of a metal, we arrived at a fatigue criterion that depends on the usual macroscopic stresses. The material parameters α and β can be related to the endurance (i.e. fatigue limits) of two standard fatigue tests, for example fully reversed tension-compression or bending and fully reversed torsion.
Applications Non-proportional multiaxial loading
Let us consider the out-of-phase synchronous sinusoidal multiaxial loading defined by:
Here ßij is the phase difference between the (ij) stress component and a reference stress component. If for example Σ χχ is taken as the reference component, then ßyy is the phase difference between Zyy and Σ χχ , ß xy is the phase difference between E xy and Σ χχ and so forth. To apply the fatigue criterion one has to evaluate and ^H,max· Furthermore, the resolved shear stress amplitude T a , that is acting along a glide direction L on a glide plane Δ has to evaluated before.
f^A Figure 7 . Elliptic path Ψ described by the shear stress vector C on a plane Δ during an out-of-phase synchronous sinusoidal loading.
It is shown in [7] , that for the loading given by Eq. (73), the path described by the shear stress vector C on a generic plane Δ is an ellipse, Fig.(7) . Its major and minor semi-axes C a and C b are given by:
where the sign (+) corresponds to C a and the sign (-) to Cj,. The quantities A, B, C and D are functions of φ, θ and of the phase differences ß ; j and are given by the following expressions, [7] : The semi-axes C a and C^ are functions of φ and θ but not of χ, see Eqs (74-75). Therefore, in a first step the integration over χ can be carried out:
With the help of Eq. (74) it is easy to show that the sum of the squared semi-axes is equal to the sum of the squares of the auxiliary functions A, B, C and D:
Upon substituting the functions A, B, C and D by their expressions, Eq.(75), the double integral appearing in the above formula can be evaluated analytically. Although the calculations are quite complicated [7] , the result achieves the simple form given below:
-Ixx,aX ZZ ,aCOS(ßxx -ßzz)-Iyy,aI ZZ) aCOS(ßyy-ß Z z)]^
It is important to point out that the above value of is independent of the phase differences ß xy , ß xz and ß yz related to the shear components of the stress tensor. The value of the maximum hydrostatic stress is also needed. One has:
where Σ^ m is the mean hydrostatic stress:
and Σ^ a is the hydrostatic stress amplitude, [7] :
Obviously, the values of and Σ Η max for in-phase loading can be obtained by the above formulas by substituting ßxx=ßyy=ß zz =0. Evaluation of the parameters α and β follows immediately from application of the criterion, Eq.(70), to fully reversed torsion (e.g. E xyi a=t and Ση,max =0) and fully reversed tensioncompression or bending (e.g. Σχχ, α =8 => ^(rf) =s/A/3 and Ση,max =s/3):
To preserve the experimentally observed beneficial effect of a compressive hydrostatic stress, the parameter α must be positive. Therefore, the proposed criterion applies to metals for which the inequality s/t<V3 holds, that is it applies to the so-called hard metals, see [8] ,
Out-of-Phase bending and torsion
Let us consider the case of synchronous sinusoidal out-of-phase bending and torsion defined by the equations bellow:
Applying Eqs (80) and (81-83) with I xxa =E a , Z xx>m =I m , Z xy a =T a , I xym =T m one obtains:
It is important to point out that the phase difference ß xy does not appear in the quantities above. Therefore, according to the proposed criterion the fatigue endurance in bending and torsion is independent from the phase difference. Introducing the above values into the criterion, Eq. (70), and replacing the constants α,β from Eq.(84), one obtains the following formula valid for in-phase and out of phase combined bending and torsion:
The above formula represents on the plane (Z a , T a ) a family of ellipse arcs, each arc corresponding to a particular value of the mean bending stress E m . Out-of-phase bending and torsion data are reported in tables I and II. The quality of the predictions of the proposed criterion is measured with the help of the following error index I:
As can be seen from tables I and II this error index never exceeds the value 6.5% with an absolute mean error of 2.5%. Such an agreement between theoretical prediction and test data can be considered as exceptional. Indeed, application of existing fatigue criteria to the same data performed in [1] , showed deviations between predictions and experimental values of the order of 15% with maximum errors as high as 45%. Table I includes out-of-phase fully reversed combined bending and torsion data, obtained by Nishihara and Kawamoto and reported by McDiarmid in [9] . The material used was a steel, called hard steel by the authors. These data are presented in Fig.(8) . In this graph the data have been reported on the plane (Z a ,T a ). The bending and torsion fatigue formula, Eq.(87), is an ellipse arc on this plane. The bands corresponding to +5% error have also been drawn on this graph. As can be seen a good agreement between theory and tests exists as most of the experimental results fall close to the theoretical ellipse arc between the error 114 curves of +5%. Table II contains out-of-phase bending and torsion data obtained by Zenner et al. [10] . These data are represented in Fig.(9) . In this figure the abscissa is the phase difference ß xy and the ordinate is the quantity ^r a 2 )+aZH,max· Observation of this graph shows that the phase difference does not introduce a systematic deviation from the theoretical prediction, which is represented here by the horizontal line corresponding to ß=t(=256 MPa). The test points are equally distributed above and below this line within the limits of the ±5% error bands. This property is well verified by other experimental results in out-of-phase bending and torsion presented in [8] . Further applications of the proposed theory under biaxial and triaxial out-of-phase stress conditions are provided in [11] . 
Conclusions
A general theory for the fatigue limit of metals has been presented in this work. The theory is based on a mesoscopic approach. The local stresses and strains, acting at the level of the grains of a metallic aggregate, have been linked to the usual macroscopic quantities, through the Lin-Taylor assumption. The macroscopic behaviour of a metallic component is purely elastic in the high-cycle fatigue regime. However, within an elementary material volume V, some plastically less resistant grains exist, that suffer plastic glide. The plastic behaviour of such gliding crystals under cyclic loading has been investigated. It has been shown that the fatigue limit is related to the possibility of these grains to reach an elastic shakedown state. The fatigue criterion, extending the notion of fatigue/endurance limit, in multiaxial stress conditions, is expressed as a restraint applied on the plastic strain accumulated by a cyclic loading in the plastically flowing grains of the metallic aggregate. The criterion formulated aims to prevent the creation of a fatigue crack of the same order of size as the elementary volume V. Therefore, it corresponds to a restraint applied on an average measure (within V) of the accumulated plastic strain. According to this approach the fracture of some grains and the creation of some embryo-cracks in V is not excluded. The influence of these embryo-cracks on the fatigue resistance, is taken into account through the insertion of the hydrostatic stress into the proposed fatigue criterion. Applications of this theory in out-of-phase bending and torsion have been presented. The theory is fully supported by experimental results presented. 
